
Prosser School District Gifted and Talented Referral Form – SPRING WINDOW 2021-22 
Please complete this form and submit it to the building principal where the child attends by March 28, 2022. 

. 
 

________________________________________ 
 
Student Name School_________________ Grade________ 

Print name of person making referral____________________________ Parent/Teacher/Admin/Other_______________ 
(Circle one)     

Date____________________________________ 
 

Directions:  Please place an X indicating a number rating for each item using the scale listed below: 
Scale:  0 = Never 1 = Seldom 2 = Occasionally 3 = Often 4 = Almost Always 

 
General Ability 
 0-Never 1-Seldom 2-Occasional 3-Often 4-Almost 

Always 
Has a large or advanced vocabulary for age      
Has a rapid recall of information      
Learns easily and quickly in novel situations      
Possesses a lot of information about a variety of subjects      
Is inquisitive; asks unusual or higher level questions      
Generates several solutions or alternatives to a problem or 
situation 

     

Defends ideas, using reasoning and logical argument      
Responds to injustice with objection, or questions rules that are 
unexplained 

     

 
Specific Ability 
 0-Never 1-Seldom 2-Occasional 3-Often 4-Almost 

Always 
Has superior verbal reasoning ability      
Has superior numerical reasoning ability      
Generates original ideas in writing or expression      
Can focus and become absorbed in topics of interest      
Can combine seemingly unrelated ideas or concepts into a more 
specialized areas of knowledge or performance 

     

 
Task Commitment 
 0-Never 1-Seldom 2-Occasional 3-Often 4-Almost 

Always 
Displays persistence in task completion, especially in areas of 
interest 

     

Strives towards perfection; is self-critical      
Works independently in areas of interest and at the time, requires 
little direction from the teacher 

     

 
Creativity 
 0-Never 1-Seldom 2-Occasional 3-Often 4-Almost 

Always 
Is a high risk taker with ideas; speculates on outcomes, changes 
and differences 

     

Discovers one example that is the exception to the rule      
Displays originality of thought      
Receptive to what is new and different      

 
 
Overall Rating – How would you rate this student’s overall capacity for success in the Gifted and Talented program. 

(Please check one below) 
Outstanding candidate   Potential candidate  

 
Office Staff:  Please stamp date of receipt and forward to the Curriculum Office – Attn: Deanna Flores 


